
1. 2 types of cells

prokaryotic and Eukaryotas

2. 6 things all livings

things do

1.Cellular Organization

Being composed of one or more cells

which are the basic units of life

2. Grow and develope

grow bigger and change

3. reproduce 

The production of offspring

4. respond to stimuli 

Reacting to surroundings

5. maintain homeostasis

Maintenance of a stable internal

environment

6. use energy

A characteristic of life that all living

things use energy to function.

3. . A battery is used

to operate a

remote control car.

is an example of

______________ energy

being converted to

_______________energy

potential, kinetic or chemical ,

mechanical

4. Acceleration

The rate at which velocity changes

5. acceleration

formula

speed formula

m/s^2

distance/time

6. According to cell

theory, what is the

most basic unit of

life?

cell

7. accurate records

arent kept during

expeiment,

consquences?

all your findings are rejected and arent

considred to be very valid

8. allele

the different forms of gene.. In a punnet

square, the letters are the alleles

9. Animals

Domain: Eukaryotes

Kingdom: Animalia

Cell Type: Eukaryotes

Cell Structures: NO Cell walls and NO

CHLOROPLASTS

Number of Cells: Multicellular

Mode of Nutrition: Heterotroph

Example: Sponges, worms, insects,

fishes, mammals

10. Archaea

Domain: Archaea

Kingdom: Archaebacteria

Cell Type: Prokaryote

Cell Structures: Cell walls WITHOUT

peptidoglycans

Number of Cells: Unicellular

Mode of Nutrition: Autotroph or

heterotroph

Example: Methanogens, Halophiles
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11. are chloroplasts

and cell walls part

of animal cells

NO

12. as mass increases

so does

_______________

energy

kinetic

13. as speed

increases so does

_______________

energy

kinetic

14. Atom

a small particle that is a building block

of matter

15. Bacteria

Domain: Bacteria

Kingdom: Eubacteria

Cell Type: Prokaryote

Cell Structures: Cell walls WITH

peptidoglycans

Number of Cells: unicellular

Mode of Nutrition: Autotroph or

heterotroph

Example: Strep or E. coli

16. Bb x Bb outcome

? How many

dominant and

recessive

outcomes?

3 dominant and 1 recessive outcome

17. benefits of using

model

more accessible, safe etc.

18. best way that

today's scientists

should gather

support for a new

theory

providing evidence

19. Cardiovascular

body system

heart, blood, arteries, veins, capillaries

transport materials (oxygen,water,

carbon dioxide,nutrients and waste),

maintains body temperature

20. cause of lunar

eclipse

21. Cause of solar

eclipse

22. cells structure is

specific to......

function cell has to preform



23. cellular

membrane

controls movement of stuff in and out of cell

24. cellular

respiration

25. Chemical

Change

a change in matter in which the substances that

make up matter change into other substances

with new physical and chemical properties

26. chemical

change

27. Chemical

Energy

energy stored in the bonds of atoms and

molecules

28. Circulatory

System

Supplies the body with blood, nutrients, and

O2 through a systems of vessels; works with

many systems.

29. climate vs

weather

-->Climate describes conditions over a

period of time longer than a week.

--> weather is the given current atmospheric

conditions.

30. codominance

when 2 dominant traits make a mixture of

both

31. commensalism

symbiotic relationship where one partner

benefits and the other is unaffected



32. Compound

a type of substance containing atoms of two

or more different elements chemically

bonded together

33. Concentration

that amount of substance in a certain

volume

34. Condensation

gas to liquid

35. conduction

transfer of heat through direct contact

36. conductor

A material that transfers thermal energy

from one particle of matter to another.

37. consequence of

deforestation?

decreased biodiversity

38. contact force

a push or pull on one object by another

object touching it

39. convection

the transfer of thermal energy by the

movement of a fluid



40. convection

current

The movement of a fluid, caused by differences

in temperature, that transfers heat from one part

of the fluid to another

41. definition

of

diffraction

bending of a wave around a barrier

42. definition

of

reflection

occurs when a wave strikes an object or

surface and bounces off

43. definition

of

refraction

bending of a wave as it moves from one

medium into another medium

example of refraction-

44. Dependent

vs

Independent

An independent variable is the variable that is

changed or controlled in a scientific

experiment to test the effects on the

dependent variable. A dependent variable is

the variable being tested and measured in a

scientific experiment.

45. difference

between pro

and euk

cells.

euk. have membrane bound organelles such

as the most famous one, THE NUCLEUS. Pro

dont have membrane bound organelles so

pro. dont have a nucleus. The nucleus holds

the DNA in euk so its very organized. Pro

also carry DNA but since they lack a nucleus,

their DNA isn't as nicely organized.

46. diffusion vs

osmosis

diffusion is the transportation of any molecule

from higher concentrations to lower

concentrations. Osmosis is diffusion of H2O

molecules only through a membrane.

47. digestive

body system

mouth, esophagus, stomach, intestines,

pharynx, rectum

Breaks down food, absorbs nutrients and

eliminates waste. The digestion of food relies

on enzymes

48. Distance The length of a path between two points.



49. does sound travel

faster through

denser material

yes

50. Earthquakes tend

to occur most

often in areas

where tectonic

plates do what?

grind past each other

51. EARTHS LAYER-

from inner to

outer

solid dense inner metal core

liquid metal outer core

mantle

crust

52. Elastic Energy

energy stored in elastic bands

53. Electrical Energy

motion,light, or heat is produced by an

electrical current

54. Element

a substance that consists of just one type of

atom

55. EM waves

spectrum

56. Endocrine

body system

glands producing hormones:pituitary,

adrenal, thyroid

secrets hormones regulating growth,

reproduction, metabolism, and the use of

nutrients

57. energy

transformation



58. Eukarya

Protista, Fungi, Plantae Animalia

59. eukaryotic,

multicellur

organisms that

eat other

organisms, digest

food and have

collagen to

support cells.

Also move and

sexually

reproduce

ANIMALS

60. Evaporation

(Boiling)

liquid to gas

61. Every species has

a scientific name

thats a 2 parter 

Examplle- Red

Panda is Ailurus

fulgens.

the first part of

the name is =

second part of

the name is=

1= genus name

2= species name

62. Excretory System

Removes liquid waste and helps

maintain salt balance in the body

63. features in rocks

found in North

America are very

similar to those

found in other

continents, like

Africa. This could

be considered

evidence for

which theory?

The continents used to be joined

together.

64. FOOD WEB

A diagrama that shows the feeding

relationship between organisms in an

ecosystem

65. force . Whats a

unit of force?

a push or pull. A newton.

66. Freezing

liquid to solid



67. frequency

and

wavelength

correlation

68. Friction

The force that two surfaces exert on each

other

69. function of

chlorophyll

absorb sun energy. it absorbs all the colors

of light except green, which it reflects giving

the plant a green appearance.

70. Fungus

Domain: Eukarya

Kingdom: Fungi

Cell Type: Eukaryote

Cell Structures: Cell walls of CHITIN

Number of Cells: some unicellular, most

multicellular

Mode of Nutrition: Heterotroph

Example: MUSHROOMS AND YEAST

71. genotype vs

Phenotype

geno-the combination of allele that

determine a trait.

pheno- the way a trait looks

72. Gravitational

Energy

energy store in the objects height above

the ground



73. Gravity

The force of attraction between objects

that is due to their masses.

74. A group of cells

that work

together to carry

out a particular

task (job) in an

organism.

tissue

75. A group of organs

that work

together to

perform a certain

task (job).

organ system

76. A group of tissues

that perform a

complex function

(job) in a body.

Examples: lung,

heart, liver)

organ

77. heat travels from

the hotter thing to the cooler thing

78. Heterogeneous

Mixture

a type of mixture in which the individual

substances are not evenly mixed

79. heterotrophs

and autotrophs

Autotrophs are organisms that can make

their own food fHeterotrophs cannot make

their own food and eat other organisms —

both plants and animals — for nutrition.

80. Homogeneous

Mixture

a type of mixture in which the individual

substances are evenly mixed

81. homozygous vs

heterozygous

homo= 2 alleles of a gene are the same. ex:

AA (homo dominant) or aa (homo

recessive)

hetero= 2 alleles of a gene are different. ex:

Aa (cant have aA because dominant capital

ALWAYS goes before lowercase)



82. A horizontal

line on a

speed time

graph. Or a

diagonal

strait line on

a distance

time graph.
The objects speed does not change.The

object is traveling at a constand speed

83. How are

microscopes

useful when

learning

about cells?

By using microscopes scientists were able to

discover the existence of microorganisms,

study the structure of cells, and see the

smallest parts of plants, animals, and fungi.

THEY LEAD TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF

CELL THEORY AKA HOW CELLS AND ALL

LIVING THINGS ARE RELATED

84. how can a

island change

shape?

storms can cause wind and waves to move

island sand from 1 place to another..

85. how can a

theory

change

new evidence is found

86. how can the

results of an

experiment

be validated?

someone replicates it and gets the same

results

87. How do

theories

come to be

accepted?

. A lot of scientific evidence was found that

supported this theory.

88. how many

bones do we

have approx?

200

89. how many

test variables

can you have

at a time?

1

90. hows the Sun

involved with

the water

cycle.

- Sun transfers energy to the water in lakes,

ponds etc. Water then evaporates as water

vapor and when the water vapor condenses,

it forms precipitation (rain), then falls back to

the ground eventually flowing back to the

original source. aka the water cycle.

91. how the human

body responds in

a cold

environment?

The nervous system signals the muscles

to contract and warm the body

92. how theories are

affected by new

discoveries?

They are sometimes modified.

93. If experiment

records are not

accurate than

results will be inconclusive and

unreliable.

94. If you have 2 test

variables, how

many test

variables will you

have over all?

3, because you need something to

compare the 2 test too. EXAMPLE- 2

tests, 1 control

95. incomplete

dominance

2 dominants traits create a whole new

trait

96. Inertia A tendency for objects to resist a

change in motion due to its mass.

97. inheritance

how traits or characteristics are being

passed from generation to generation

98. insulator

A material that does not conduct heat

well.



99. integumentary

body system

skin, hair, nail

Protects tissue, regulates temperature,

excretes water and salt, sends

information to Nervous system, location

of receptors

100. invertbrate

have no backbone and internal skeletan.

101. In which medium

does sound travel

faster- solids or

liquids

solids

102. is sonar

considered an

example of EM

waves

no, . Sonar uses the echo principle by

sending out sound waves underwater.

SOUND WAVES ARE MECHANICAL

103. key organelle of

a cell that helps

maintain

homeostasis by

releasing energy

from cellular

respiration. food

molecules are

broken down

here and energy

is released. "THE

POWERHOUSE

OF THE CELL"

mitochonidria

104. kinetic energy

vs potential

energy in motion vs stored energy

105. Law of

Conservation

of Energy

Energy cannot be created or destroyed;

however, it can transform from one form to

another.

106. Light/Radiant

Energy

energy from the electromagnetic specturm

107. longitudinal

waves

SOUND



108. Long-term

climate cycles

are caused

by...

a. variations in the shape of Earth's orbit

b. the slow movement of the continents

c. changes in ocean circulation

109. Mass

The amount of matter in an object.

110. mass vs weight mass is a component of the particles that

make up an object while weight is the

impact of gravity on the objects mass.

111. Matter

anything that has mass and takes up space.

112. Mechanical

Energy

the energy of motion that does work

113. Melting

solid to liquid

114. Mitosis in

Multicellular

Organisms

Multicellular organisms depend on

mitosis for growth and repair.

115. Mitosis in

Unicellular

Organisms

In unicelullar (single-celled) organisms,

mitosis is a common and important form

of asexual reproduction.

116. Motion When an object changes position over

time relative to a reference point.

117. motor

118. Mountains are

formed in which

areas?

. where tectonic plates move toward

each other

-Plates of Earth's crust slowly collided

until one plate was on top of the other

and pushed upward.

119. multcellular

producers

composed of euk

cels. with cells

walls made of

cellulose=

plants



120. muscular body

system

muscles; skeletal muscles, smooth

muscles, cardiac muscles

movement, body position, position

balance, blood flow

121. muscular,

integumentary,

circulatory

systems all help

maintain

HOMEOSTASIS

122. mutualism

a symbiotic relationship where both

partners benefit

123. nervous system

brain, nerves, spinal cord and other

associated structures

relays messages, coordinates body

functions, enables learning and memory

124. net force

when there is

an unbalanced

force

not zero

125. Newton's 1st

Law

Objects at rest remain at rest and objects in

motion remain in motion until acted upon

by a an unbalanced force (non zero net

force).

126. Newton's 2nd

Law

The acceleration of an object depends on

the mass and the force applied. F=ma or

a=F/m

127. Newton's 3rd

Law

For every action, there is an equal and

opposite reaction.

All forces act in pairs!



128. non contact

force

Gravitational

Electrical

Mechanical

129. Nuclear Energy

energy contained within very small

particles called atoms

130. Objects with like

charges will...

repel

131. Objects with

unlike charges

will...

attract

132. One example of

a carbohydrate

that stores

energy is

a. sugar

b. hair

c. keratin

d. fat

sugar

133. An organism

made up of many

cells.

many-celled organisms (multicellular)-

134. Organization

of Living

Things

135. parallel circuit

136. parasitism

symbiotic relationship where one partner

benefits by obtaining nutrients at the

expense of the other partner

137. photosynthesis

138. physical

change



139. Plantae

Domain: Eukaryote

Kingdom: Plantae

Cell Type: Eukaryote

Cell Structures: Cell walls with

CELLULOSE; chloroplasts

Number of Cells: MULTICELLULAR

Mode of Nutrition: Autotroph

Example: Moss, ferns, and flowering

plants

140. plant cell

141. plants absorb

______________ and

release

_______________

Carbon dioxide and oxygen

142. plants use cell

walls for

support, just as we use use our skeletal

system for support

143. principle of

superposition-

what is it

basically?

how is it

unreliable at

times ?

In an area of undisturbed rock, the

oldest layers of rock will be on the

bottom."

- The sequence of rock layers can be

disturbed by erosion and earthquakes.

144. Protista

Domain: Eukarya

Kingdom: Protista

Cell Type: Eukaryote

Cell Structures: Cell walls of

CELLULOSE: some have chloroplasts

Number of Cells: Most unicellular, some

colonial or multicellular

Mode of Nutrition: Autotroph or

heterotroph

Example: AMOEBA, PARAMECIUM,

MOLDS, GIANT KELP



145. punnet square 

- whats the only

was for a

recessive allele

to show up

if there are 2 of them. Otherwise

dominant will always be first.

146. radiation

the transfer of heat through EM waves

147. Recessive x

Recessive

recessive

148. red bone marrow

is where

____________ are

made

red blood cells

149. Reference Point

An object that helps determine if

another object is moving.

150. relationship

between the

luminosity of two

stars that are the

same

temperature?

The star with the greater radius will have

a higher luminosity.

151. relationship between

the luminosity of two

stars that have the

same radius?

The star that is hotter will have a

higher luminosity.

152. Respiratory body

system

nasal cavity, pharynx, trachea,

larynx, lungs

exchange oxygen and carbon

dioxide between air and blood in

the lung

153. SCENARIO- species

resembles an extinct

species. How?

both species had a common

ancestor

154. scenario: You do an

experiment

comparing 2 things,

After testing you find

the difference betw/

the 2 thing isnt really

big SO....

Do more trials to see if the

difference in time really is

significant.

155. SCIENCE

EXPERIMENTS

RESULTS SHOULD BE

REPEATABLE

156. scientific law a statement that a particular

phenomenon always occurs if

certain conditions are present

157. scientific theory A scientific theory is an explanation

for why things work or how things

happen. Scientists develop theories

based on their observations of the

world around them. Theories are

based on ideas that can be tested

158. sequence of

organization in a

multicellular organism

cell, tissue, organ, organ-system,

organism



159. series circuit

160. similarities

between pro

and euk cells

both have cell membranes, genetic

material in them (DNA) and ribosomes

(PROTEIN MAKERS).

161. Skeletal body

system

bone, cartilages, ligaments

supports, protects, stores mineral,

produces blood cell

162. skeletal system

163. skeletal system bones in our body. If we didnt have

bones we'd basically be walking jello

164. Sliding Friction

The friction between sliding surfaces.

(slows down motion)

165. Sound Energy

the movement of energy through

substances in waves

166. specific heat

The amount of heat required to raise the

temperature of 1 kilogram of a material by

1 kelvin, which is equivalent to 1 degree

celsius. SOME SUBSTANCES HAVE

HIGHER SPECIFIC HEAT THAN OTHERS.

167. Speed

168. Static Friction

When a force is applied to an object but

does not cause the object to move.

169. A straight

diagonal line on

a speed time

graph sloping

down toward

the x axis.

The objects speed decreases at a steady

rate. The object's speed is increasing.

170. A straight

diagonal line

sloping upward

on a speed time

graph

the object's speed is increasing.



171. A straight line

with zero slope

on a distance

time graph.

The objects speed is zero and does not

change.The object is stopped.

172. Sublimation

solid to gas (ex. dry ice)

173. sun traits

-sunspots appear as dark areas on the

Sun's surface, and can last for a very long

time.

- the Sun is not solid, and it is instead

made up of gas and plasma.

-the Sun rotates, even though different

parts rotate at different rates.

174. temperature vs

heat

Heat is the total energy of molecular

motion in a substance while temperature is

a measure of the average energy of

molecular motion in a substance.

175. TEMP GRAPH

AND

CHANGING OF

STATE OF

MATTER

When the line is straight, heat is still

being added but temperature isnt

changing. For example, freezing and

melting point are the same .

176. Thermal Energy

energy that comes from heat

177. thermal

expansion

The expansion of matter when it is

heated.

178. trait

pair of alleles such as Rr. there are 2

types of traits- genotypes and

phenotypes



179. Traits of

organisms such as

unicelular or

multicellular

would be most

important in

determining an

organisms

___________________

domain

180. transverse wave

LIGHT

181. types of cell

organelles

if a cell has a certain function, it might

have more of a certain type of organelle

or a differnt type of organelle from

another cell. EXAMPLE: Plant cells (euk)

make sugar from sun. Have organelle

chloroplast to do that something animal

cells dont have. 

THE TYPES OF ORGANELLES AND

QUANTITY OF ORGANELLES CAN

VARY SLIGHTLY BECAUSE OF

DIFFERENT TYPES OF CELL

FUNCTIONS.

182. vascular vs

nonvascular

seedless plants

non- smaller that vascular, lack vascular

tiisue(vascular tissue used to transport

material in plant)have rhizoids and lack

stem/leaves.

183. Velocity

The speed of an object in a particular

direction.

184. Venus is closer to

the sun than

earth. Does

venus have a

longer year or

Earth?

Venus.

THE CLOSER YOU ARE TOO THE SUN,

THE SHORTER THE YEAR/REVOLUTION

185. vertebrates

have backbone and well developed

organs/ organ system.

186. weathering vs

erosion

eathering is the breaking down of stuff;

erosion is the movement of weathered

materials.

187. Weight

the measure of gravitational force on an

object.

188. What affects

friction

1) The type of surface

2) How hard the two surfaces are

pressing together



189. What affects

gravity

1) Mass

2) Distance

190. what are bones

made of

bone tissue and bone marrow

191. what are cells

mainly made of

water, proteins, nucleic acids, lipids and

carbs.

192. What are objects

that revolve

around planets

while the planets

revolve around

the Sun?

satellites

193. What are the four

major types of

macromolecules,

the large chains

made of smaller

molecules, that

are key to cell

function?

proteins, carbohydrates, lipids and

nucleic acids

194. What are the

three types of

electrical charges

Positive negative and neutral

195. what causes a

higher high tide

and lower low

tide?

sun, moon and earth are lined up

196. What common

factor do all the

terrestrial

planets share?

They are all inside the asteroid belt.

197. What do animals

do through time

to adapt to their

environment?

EVOLVE

198. what does our

body use oxygen

for

oxygen is needed to burn the fuel

[sugars and fatty acids] in our cells to

produce energy.

199. what factors

effect potential

energy

weight and height of object

200. What is a period

with below-

average

precipitaion

called?

drought

201. what is net

force?

sum of all objects acting upon an object

202. what is one thing

all of these

planets have in

common?

They travel in elliptical (oval-ish) orbits.

203. what is the main

force that causes

tectonic plates

to move?

convection currents in Earth's lithosphere

204. What role does

light play in the

process of

photosynthesis?

It provides the energy the plant needs

for photosynthesis to occur.

205. what speed do

ALL em waves

travel at ?

speed of light

206. Whats the point

of reveiwing

some elses

experiment?

make sure they have no mistakes in their

procedure



207. When a force pair is

balanced the object acted

on will

continue to move at the

same speed or remain at rest.

208. When scientists conduct

experiments, they share

their data and conclusions

with other scientists so that

Other scientists can try to

verify the results by

repeating the same

procedure.

209. where do convection

currents occur in earths

layers

mantle

210. Which group of organisms is

the most closely related?

those in the same species

211. Which have the longer

periods of revolution?

Which are colder?

gas giants or terrestrial

planets

gas giants. They are farther

from the sun thus take longer

to make a revolution. They

are also colder because

they're so far from the sun.

212. Which is a property of stars

used to describe how bright

the star looks to an

observer on Earth?

apparent magnitude.

THE FARTHER THE STAR IS,

THE DULLER IT LOOKS IN

THE SKY

213. which is more powerful?

electron or light

microscope

electron

214. Which macromolecules are

copied and pass genetic

information to the new

cells?

DNA aka nucleic acids

215. Which part of the human

body provides the support

that the cell walls provide

in plants?

The skeletal system

216. which star is hotter; red or

blue

blue

217. Which subtances are a

product of cellular

respiration?

CO2, H20 AND ENERGY

218. Which system of the body

sends signals to involuntary

muscles to perform various

functions such as; digestion

and heart rate?

nervous- ANYTHING THAT

HS TO DO WITH SENDING

SIGNALS IS NERVOUS

219. Which type of

macromolecule helps a cell

break down food?

proteins

220. Why can earth

support life?

its unique atmosphere, it has water, nice

climate for life etc.

221. why does a ball

stop bouncing

after a while

the ball loses energy to the air and

ground due to drag, sound, vibrations,

etc. basically . The ball's energy gets

transferred to other energy types like heat

and sound that don't help it bounce.

222. Why does it

take light from

the Sun so long

to reach Earth

when it is

traveling so

fast?

Light from the Sun travels a vast distance

before it reaches Earth.

223. Why does

sound wave

travel faster in

a denser

medium

whereas light

travels slower?

Sound is a mechanical wave and travels

by compression and rarefaction of the

medium. A higher density leads to more

compression and rarefaction to take

place. This way the velocity of sound

increases by increase in density. 

Light on the other hand is a transverse

electromagnetic wave.Thus it travels

faster through empty space than stuff.

224. Why do some

objects have

negative

charges

They have gained electrons

225. . Why is Pluto

classified as a

dwarf planet

There are other objects in Pluto's orbit.

226. Why is

repetition

important?

Having many replicates in an experiment

decreases the possibility that chance will

affect the outcome.

227. Why is the

climate at the

equator hot and

humid?

the Sun strikes at a nearly 90 degree

angle there



228. why is water necessary for plants Water helps in the transport of nutrients and minerals from the soil

to the plants.

229. why's radiocarbon dating used to determine the accurate age

of organism remains etc.

items contain radioactive isotopes that decay at a constant rate.

230. yellow bone marrow stores fat in bones

231. you leave a pizza outside in the sun. You come back an hour

later and the pizza is hot. Explain this phenomenon b.

electromagnetic waves from the Sun come in contact with the

pizza. it causes the particles to move faster. heating the pizza.

232. you leave hot food in a fridge- what will happen? . Heat from the food transfers to the surrounding air until the food

reaches the same temperature as the air in the fridge


